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COVID-19 has prevented students from continuing their international experience online and creating new connections around the world. Despite having their AFS intercultural programs cut short due to the pandemic, thousands of young students in 46 countries including Malaysia, have been using the newly launched International Youth Exchange Organization's free online platform to transcend physical
boundaries. AfS, formerly known as the American Field Service, empowers young people from all backgrounds with essential global skills. Melissa Lilies, its chief global engagement officer, said the new virtual learning platform gives young people continued support and learning during the crisis. A practical, youth-friendly online tool is a special edition of afs global qualification certificate (GCC) mixed
learning program. It provides AfS studying overseas students - whether they have returned to their home countries or remained in their host community - with a modified educational platform to process their experiences and continue their intercultural learning journeys. Featuring content to deal with during the crisis, reviewing ambiguity, developing resilience, being flexible, and connecting across
differences. We help our students understand in real time what it means to be a citizen responsible for the world, he said, adding that the GCC has seen more than 60,000 interactions in its first week of operation. So far, more than 4,000 students are using the tool, which is more enrolled every week, afs intercultural programs director Daniel Substrate said, noting that every student should have access to
global learning opportunities. This crisis highlights how intertwined our future and destiny are. Becoming an active global citizen is no longer a good concept to have; it's an urgent need. The research-backed GCC has been used by more than 10,000 university students, trainees and languages abroad in 50 countries to help them develop their intercultural competence and global skills before, during and
after their international programs. For more information, afs.org/certificate. 100% readers found this article insights different versions of the GCC program meet the needs: students, staff or faculty, professionals across a variety of disciplines from around the world whether or not they will have an overseas study of experience. Call us! Watch our sample module: GCC overseas develops the global
competence of learners before, during and after their international experience. The curriculum is delivered in 18 online modules supported by trained qualified facilitators. Finding more at the GCC at home learners have the opportunity to collaborate effectively across differences in a program requiring no travel. brings Learners' awareness that culture is all around us within our own communities. Find out
more building information on GCC at home, the GCC at work focuses on developing the global skills needed to effectively work with individuals and organizations from cultural backgrounds other than our own - for each workplace. Find out more individual accounts to learn online modules online with video content subtitled in multiple languages online forum space to reflect with peers from around the world
online quizzes and assignments related to content facilitating conversation sessions online or in person run by qualified certified facilitators after downloading our brochure testing field | Research-Based | Affordable | Scalable | Flexible | Easy to implement | Universal | Easy to use | Facilitated by Cultural Educators | Innovative | Customizable Find More — Michael A. Brzesinski Dean, Office of International
Programs, Purdue Flexible University Based on Individual Needs Add Questions Bureau Intercultural Development Inventory Assessment Tool IDI Double Time to Facilitate Conversation Sessions Become Self-Aware Enhancing Cultural Self-Awareness Through Reflection Identifying and Understanding How Cultural Groups Shape Their Ways of Feeling, Thinking, &amp; Behaving Analysis and reflect on
power relations, privilege and inequality awareness of others Suspend judgment and be flexible in new and different cultural contexts Apply effectively, appropriate strategies to deal with ambiguous situations Describing and manage responses to your cultural own biases and emotional triggers Be aware of personal limits and be open to seek support Learn how to manage emotional responses and
understand the patterns of behavior and values of people from different cultural backgrounds, empathy with others learn differently. Developing relationships with people from different cultures and effective and appropriate interaction in different cultural contexts —Study by Purdue University, 2018 Core GCC separate application, individual URL whitebranding options: photo/logo/color scheme, email header
(reply to, title of) help, GCC certificate up to 3 hours of custom development: create additional modules, text editing, forum discussion questions, change inter-phase course, add inspections, etc., as confirmed by AFS find out more about customization of our upcoming discovery qualified to facilitate training history. Finding more at a time when understanding others is more important than ever but travel
remains challenging, afs intercultural programs offer a new way for teenagers to connect internationally while building their global skills and social action. AFS Global You Adventurer is a new, all-virtual learning peer program for 14 to 17-year-olds around the world, according to afs research-based Global Competency Certificate. With the beginning of June 23, participants will be reunited Teenagers from
different countries online to explore current affairs through the eyes of their peers. Over the course of five weeks, they will build new international networks and develop global competition. Among them are learning how to be part of a local community connected to the world, identifying and appreciating the strengths of diversity, building and practicing empathy, and how to act when faced with inequalities.
Covid-19 and the Black Lives Matter movement show that we are more, less interconnected despite the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on student mobility, recent events – particularly increased exposure to racism around the world – on the importance of intercultural learning and the creation of a new urgency of equipping competent young people to meet global challenges. In response, AFS has
combined its 75-year expertise in running proven educational exchange programs in more than 60 countries with its recent expansion into digital learning for adult learners to create your global AfS adventurous program. Borders may be closed at the moment but citizenship is not active global, says Melissa Liliz, senior director of global engagement at AFS Intercultural Programs, stating: We have a unique
opportunity and even commitment to make global skills more accessible to more young people. AFS is fortunate to win an award-winning virtual learning program that we can adapt and deliver to teenagers around the world. How this new app empowers teenagers with key afs global capabilities is your truly global adventurer. Young people between the age of 14 and 17 from anywhere in the world can
participate, starting on June 23. Featuring 20 different online modules, including videos, community discussions and fun, interactive assignments to boost learning. This is enhanced by four facilitating live online sessions where teenagers are with their peers and a global mentor you have to exchange ideas, share reflections and inspire communication. The program culminates with an award-winning AFS
Global Qualification Certificate to help them stand apart, prepare for their future studies and work, and become a member of the AFS Global Network. Nearly 6,000 high school students in 50+ countries who were disrupted overseas study programs by the Covid-19 pandemic earlier this year are now using the AFS Global Qualification Certificate Program. The program has also been used by more than
10,000 university students, trainees and languages abroad in 50 countries. I really learned and achieved a lot in those modules, like understanding myself and others, how to communicate, empathy and more, he says. I met interesting people from other countries and had a chance to chat with them. It's a really amazing and meaningful program for me, says a teenager who earned afs a global qualification
certificate earlier this year. Registration is now open, and your first global AFS adventurer program will run from June 23 to July 21, Most of your global AFS adventurer programs are available through July and August 2020. For more information and registration, visit the go.afs.org/adventurer or contact [email protected]. For a press inquiry, please contact Milena Miladinovic in [email protected]. Explore your
global AFS adventurer
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